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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
You have a Windows 8.1 computer. You have a 1-terabyte external
hard drive.
You purchase a second 1-terabyte external hard drive.
You need to create a fault-tolerant volume that includes both
external hard drives. You also
need to ensure that additional external hard drives can be
added to the volume. Which three actions should you perform in
sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate actions from the
list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the
correct order.)
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that

present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You deploy a Virtual Machine Scale Set (VMSS) named CorpWebVMSS
to Azure by using Azure PowerShell and set the instance count
to 1. The VMSS includes a storage account, load balancer,
public IP address. and six Standard_A1 Windows virtual machines
(VMs) that run Internet Information Services (IIS). All
components are deployed to a resource group named CorpWebRG.
You must increase the instance count to support the increased
load on IIS.
You need to manually scale out the number of VMs in the scale
set to 5.
Solution: You run the following Azure PowerShell commands:
$vmss = Get-AzureRmVmss -ResourceGroupName CorpWebRG
-VMScalesSetName CorpWebVMSS
$vmss.Sku.Capacity = 5
Update-AzureRmVmss -ResourceGroupName CorpWebRG -Name
CorpWebVMSS -VirtualMachineScaleSet
$vmss
Does the solution meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
The TE30 does not support the miniMCU function. ()
A. TRUE
B. FALSE
Answer: B
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